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DR DEATH LOSES THE GRAND
MASTER BUT FINDS BLACK,

AND SENDS THE PACK
DANCING AROUND A TOWER

Grand Master :
Popeye

(Peter Cave)
07982 278467(m)
01483 285189(h)

Joint Masters:
Spingo

(Angela Steers)
   01737 247579(h)

Terminator
(Gill Jones)

020 8394 2327(h)
Religious Advisor :

Clutching Hand
(Peter Atkins

01932 863093 (h)
07922 111 004(m)
Clutcher’s Mate :

G & T
(Diana George)

01372 373 856(h)
Hash Cash :

Hans der Schwanz
(Jerry Partington)
01483 723 746 (h)

Trail Masters:
Atalanta

(Karen Peek)
 07810 553755(m)

and
Bonn Bugle

(Jo Avey)
07718 903493 (m)
DapperHasherie:

SBJ
(Fran Ridout)

07793 462919(m)
Biermeister:

J Arthur (Thomas)
01483  224491 (h)

Joint-Secs :
FRB

(Peter Hughes)
01932 886747(h)

and
Tequil’ over

(Richard Piercy)
07730 202263 (m)

onsec@surreyh3.org
 www.surreyh3.org                              

The Cricketers on Sunday, to find
fresh faces. Two fine lasses called
Vanesssa and Rebecca, quite new
to hashing, other fine females we
are getting to know well: Call Girl,
No Nooky, Knee Trembler, Dorte
Mannering - who first tried  us out
at the vineyard trail - and, the
height of elegance, with umbrella,
a lady who preferred to cloak her
hash identity in mystery. Perhaps
in response to this femininity, the
conversation never touched on
such social/political issues as how
the LibDems had been enrolled in
the UK Tea Party, surrounded by
Tories baying in glee to hear how
the poor would be hardest hit. But
subservience to capitalism is
hardly news, Comrade; when did
any of the media last discuss the
alternatives to a capitalist system?
Everyone is accustomed to having
those worst off shoring up the
lavish lifestyles of the financiers

who plunged the world into crisis.

Dr Death, as hare, knew he had to
avoid the territory recently used by
Atalanta. A glance at the map
made it clear that though this was
feasible he would end up making
extensive use of black, and so it
proved. The first quarter of his trail
was attractive and unfamiliar, with
fine front running from Simple,
Grabarse, Glow Worm, Stilton -
closely followed by Vanessa and
Rebecca, who quickly latched on
to the tricks of our trade. This took
us to Hatchford, where we lost
Popeye for ever - in his version he
was wandering aimlessly around
the set of War Horse. T.O. did or
did not find the flour from
Hatchford to Telegraph Hill - he
told us both stories, his guiding
principle being to make a hash of
the hash, he says. Anyhow that is
where we went. Now we all know

that area, we all knew we would
end up at the Semaphore Tower, so
some of us went there from a
check circle, and lo and behold,
such another circle at the Tower.
Divergent reactions. J.Arthur went
off on the flour leading up to that
check, in the virtuous hope of
linking up with the pack - who
were running a bloody great loop
down below -  but eventually he
compromised and joined short
cutters. I lost CL and Glow Worm
who had also come directly to the
Tower, and ran quietly home,
solving the last few checks alone -
well, save for meeting SBJ and
Blue Suit, walking the trail
backwards. On black. The map
shows a perfectly good footpath
which Dr Death could have used
instead, but no; on black. Boring!

No Popeye. A certain deference, a
reluctance to commit lèse-majesté,
prevented our JMs from taking

over, so FRB called for hush and
proposed the health of the hare.
Now, usurping the GM’s place
may have alarmed the JMs, but
having FRB do so was not be
borne, so they now stepped in and
made Dr Death drink another down
down. The RA later gave him a
third, for leaving bags of flour on
the trail: Peter is an early drinker,
but a very moderate one, so this
embarras de richesse left him well
flummoxed. We drank the health
of our visitors, who proved deeply
reluctant to knock back their
liquor, even in Dorte’s case pure
water.... Ah well, we shall convert
them all in due course to how the
hash drink. The mystery lady
confided her fancy umbrella to
Low Profile while she drank, and
very shy she made him feel...

Comrade, I regret to inform you
that the RA’s humorous anecdote
was pure scatology, crap from start

to finish in the most literal sense.
But he had entertained us with a
sparkling Catalan wine called
Freixenet - Comrade, at least
Clutching Hand has the entré to
Spanish-speaking culture, could
we not consider enlisting him? -
and so the pack were indulgent.
His sinners were all hiding; we
never did see Svend, but in the end
we found Hairy Buns and
Greenpeace, Lord Raleigh came so
late to the Circle that he got called
in, and Atalanta insisted FRB be
punished for starting this Circle, so
we had enough for a normal round
of drinking. T.O. insisted that all
should take apples before going off
to The Cricketers, and your spy
drove home, not in any way
enlightened  as to the prospects for
the Revolution here in the UK. Did
not Marx characterise this country
as the first to have a bourgeois
working class?

Comrade Raoul,

When we in Cuba learned that
New Labour was now old hat, you
asked me to check out the current
thinking on social classes in the
UK. To be candid, I knew this was
a lost cause, since thinking in the
UK is strongly discouraged, and
candour even more so. Nick Clog
was invited to confirm on radio
that he found tax avoidance, which
is legal, immoral. Now obviously
selfishness is immoral, but
politicians cannot say things like
that in public. Thus the cleverest
lawyers, the most gifted
accountants, can spend their whole
lives ensuring their customers pay
as little for their country’s defence,
their education, their health, as is
conceivable, and this with a clear
conscience.

Anyway, I dutifully turned up at
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Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line 2010

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

1857 14-Nov Tosser Chobham

1858 21-Nov Mrs R, Doug
the Tub

Dunsfold

1859 28-Nov Desperate
Dan

Lower Kingswood

1860 05-Dec Berks CAMRA, Didcot

1861 12-Dec Elle T-Shirt,
Icepyck

Hampton Court

1862 19-Dec Popeye Jingle Bells Run

Run 1856

Date 07- Nov-2010

Hares G&Tea, Mrs G

Venue Leatherhead

On-On William IV

Post C KT22 9BS

Atlas Old 69 3F  New 98 G2

 OS 163 549

SEX AND LOGIC

Remark: Everyone’s sex life is what he/she chooses it to be.

Reaction: Oh, come on! Look at all the frustration!

Reply: Anyone who wants more, less, or different sex just has to act
on that choice to get it.

Rebuttal: That is often so difficult as to seem impossible.

Retort: Difficult, perhaps, but it is still a choice. There may well be a
price to pay; but if you elect to remain frustrated, then that is what
you have chosen. Chafing at an unsatisfactory way of living but not
acting to end it is a lifestyle choice.

Riposte: Not everyone is in a position to choose. Those in jail, in
hospital, in the Merchant Navy.......

Recapitulation: Agreed. So, everyone with a choice does choose his/
her own sex life, however unsatisafactory it may appear.

Capitulation: Then the argument does appear valid.

5th December CAMRA hash Didcot. £6  for food and  two drinks,
names and cash to FRB. We are limited to 20 in theory; so far 20
have said Yes, 14 of these in a minibus. This is a relatively
expensive solution, at about £20 per head, but we shall try to find
a cheaper expedient.

19th December Jingle Bells Party, G & Tea’s place

22nd/23rd January.  Un  Ballo in Maschera. Dinner and  Masked
Dance. Contact the JMs.

Kingsood Village Club. We attach a schedule of the up-and-
coming goings-on at the KVC. Please contact Spingo if you would
like to join a quiz team on 13th November.

Pattaya Orphanange. Sister Anna will still welcome donations.

M25 to Junction 9 - Leatherhead. Then A243 South onto A24. At
second roundabout (Givons Grove) straight onto A246 (Young
Street). Immediately after railway bridge (300 yards) turn left into
Young Street Car Park. Park untidily!!


